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Sunnylife tempered glass 2 pcs for DJI Mavic 3 Pro (M3P-BHM578)
Opt for uncompromising protection for your DJI Mavic 3 Pro and equip yourself with Sunnylife tempered glasses! High light transmission
is a guarantee that your drone's lens will retain realistic colors. With a hardness of 9H, the glasses are scratch and shock resistant, so
they will provide your device with unparalleled protection. You'll also find accessories for their installation, a case and items to help keep
the products clean. Installation is quick and hassle-free. You don't have to worry about the occurrence of bubbles.
 
Safety at the highest level
The safety of your DJI Mavic 3 Pro is Sunnylife's mission! Tempered glasses are distinguished by a high hardness of 9H, which translates
into effective protection against shocks and scratches. They are also resistant to dirt, oil, dust and fingerprint marks, so the photos you
take will remain at the highest level.
 
Refined design
Say goodbye to image imperfections! Sunnylife tempered glass not only provides high light transmission, but also renders realistic colors.
In addition, the precision cutouts and perfect fit of the Mavic 3 Pro lens allow for smooth and unobstructed operation.
 
Included:
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Tempered glass x2
Synthetic bag x2
Cleaning cloth x2
Dust sticker x2
Storage case x1
Tweezers x1
	Manufacturer
	Sunnylife
	Model
	M3P-BHM578
	Compatibility
	DJI Mavic 3 Pro
	Material
	tempered glass
	Number of pieces in the set
	2

Preço:

Antes: € 4.5018

Agora: € 4.00

Drones, Acessórios, DJI, Mavic, Mavic Mini
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